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Compliance training: How long 
is short?

A. 60 minutes
B. 45 minutes
C. 30 minutes
D. 20 minutes
E. 15 minutes
F. 5-8 minutes
G. 2-3 minutes
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Online learning is getting 
shorter

—Simon Greany, Elucidat blog
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01 Making Great Short 
Training

When to go short 

• Refresher/reminder for a known 
subject

• Audience only needs high-level 
awareness

• Conflicting business or content 
priorities

• Learner fatigue
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How do you make 
great short training?

Don’t make it long 
to begin with!
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For great messages, less is more…
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… and more is less
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Engagement time varies by format…
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…. and different lengths serve 
different learning goals

Tips and tactics

• If your content contains anything extra —
leave it out!

• You don’t have to cover everything in every 
communication

• Focus on key points and make them 
actionable

• Be strategic in design
• Visuals shorten text, enhance understanding
• Analogies help ideas stick

• High quality = high impact
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02 Making Great Longer 
Training

When to go long 

• Audience needs basic literacy or 
foundational learning

• Application practice
• Nuance is necessary, or the 

subject is technical or detailed
• Regulatory or other time 

requirement
• Lots of topics to cover
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How do you make 
great long training?

Use every trick in 
the book to keep 
people engaged.

For better, stronger material

• Keep it “need to know” (manage SMEs)
 History, cases, and terms…
 …or basic literacy and clear direction?

• Aim for deep relevancy
 Tune scenarios, details, branding
 Use profiling or branching to tune further

• Build in application
 Learning is different from practice — and 

both matter
 Show scenarios that a learner could 

reasonably encounter
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Testing is also a learning 
activity.

In fact, retrieval 
strengthens memory —
and repeated retrieval 

strengthens it even 
further.

Most people think 
learning or other practice 
is better with a single 
focus. 

In fact, spacing and 
interleaving it with other 
training produces better 
mastery and retention.

There’s virtually no limit 
to what we can learn —
but our retrieval capacity 

is limited.

You don’t lose knowledge 
— you lose the retrieval 
cues.

Use mnemonic devices —
rhymes, taglines, vivid 

imagery, acronyms.

Generating an answer is 
more powerful that 
recalling it.

And struggling with an 
answer makes learning 
stickier.

What learning science tells us

To learn, retrieve   

Mix up your practice

To extend learning, use retrieval cues

Encourage struggle

More tips and tactics

• Plain simple language vs legalese
• Well-made, effective media
• Use visuals to enhance 

understanding
• If there’s a seat time requirement, 

tell people why
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03 Measuring for 
Effectiveness

Big data — nice to have; not required

• “Big data” isn’t just “lots of data”

• Big data: Taking multiple, separate data sets that, 
combined, allow you to achieve insights that no single 
set would give you

• Challenge: I can’t get access to data elsewhere in the 
company

• Solution: But what if I can generate my own data….?
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What to measure

• Attitudes/Perceptions: 
• Do employees believe integrity matters at the company? Respect?
• Do they believe reports will be welcomed? That they can speak up without 

fear of retaliation?

• Knowledge: 
• Do they know where to find the Code or a policy?
• Are they familiar with the helpline?
• Can they pass a test about bribery, insider trading, conflicts, exports?

• Behavior:
• Have they given a gift in the last year? If so, did they follow the gift limit?
• Do they know about and refer to privacy requirements in their work?

Asking questions to meet DOJ guidance
The DOJ guidance asks… So measure…
“How the company measures the effectiveness of its 
training curriculum”

• Test and quiz scores; test out + tracking
• Learner course evaluations
• Use of related resources (clicks, visits, etc.)

“analysis …. to determine who should be trained and 
on what subjects”

• “How equipped do you feel to…”
• “Which topics would you like to know more about?”
• Topic visits to Code, alone and by geography, time, etc.

“[has] the training has an impact on employee 
behavior or operations?”

• “How would you handle this situation?”
• Have you given a gift in the last year? (If so, pop quiz.)
• Use of related resources (clicks, visits, etc.)

“….[does the] complaint-handling process [help] 
create a workplace atmosphere without fear of 
retaliation, appropriate processes for the submission 
of complaints, and processes to protect 
whistleblowers?”

• Do you know where to make a report?
• Which of these company resources would you be most 

comfortable talking to?
• Increase or decrease in helpline/hotline visits

And other indicators of the effectiveness of various 
program elements…

• Do you know where to find our Code? 
• Have you consulted our Code/policies? Were they useful?
• Who most sets the ethical tone at our company?
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8 great pieces of data

1. Awareness of and willingness to use reporting channels
2. Evidence (or lack thereof) of fear of retaliation
3. Perception of company ethical requirements (e.g., 

company values integrity vs. does not) 
4. Knowledge assessment outcomes — plus trends over time
5. Resource awareness and use (self-reported as well as hit 

rates) — plus trends over time
6. Evidence of organic interest in certain topics or 

requirements
7. Data showing a launch worked — or did not
8. Data-driven evidence that employees could use more 

guidance in a particular topic

AQ
Questions?
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